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Introduction
Testicular cancer is the most common solid malignancy in
males aged 15–29, with 1200 cases and 35 deaths projected
in Canada in 2021.1 More than 90% of testicular cancers are
primary germ cell tumors (GCTs), which are histologically
divided into seminomas and non-seminomas (NSGCT).2 The
incidence of both types is rising, with seminoma rising at a
faster rate.3 Testicular GCT remains a highly curable disease
but requires a multidisciplinary and coordinated approach to
deliver optimal and timely treatment. Studies show that GCT
care performed in, or coordinated with, experienced centers
that manage high volumes of GCT patients leads to improved
survival and minimization of toxicity or overtreatment.4-6
Potential benefits include experienced pathological review,
specialist radiographic assessment, guideline-based recommendations, and timely delivery of multidisciplinary care.
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At the Canadian GCT meeting held in Toronto in 2018,
Canadian GCT providers prioritized updating the Canadian
consensus document, which was last updated in 2010.7

Methods
A multidisciplinary group of Canadian testicular cancer
experts (nine medical oncologists, five uro-oncologists, two
radiation oncologists, one genitourinary pathologist, and one
genitourinary radiologist) participated in updating this guideline. Participants were assigned stage-specific topics to update
and the project leads (RH, CC, LW) participated in updating
all topics. Five individual stage-specific meetings with each
subgroup of experts were conducted in April 2021 to discuss
and develop key recommendations. Once recommendations
were compiled, all participants voted via SurveyMonkey
to determine their level of agreement. Modifying methods
used by the European Association of Urology and European
Society for Medical Oncology Guidelines Committees, each
recommendation was followed by a five-point Likert scale:
completely disagree, somewhat disagree, undecided, somewhat agree, completely agree, abstain (out of scope of my
practice and/or I don’t feel comfortable answering).8 A priori,
agreement was defined as ≥75% of experts voting somewhat
agree or completely agree. Results from this initial vote are
shown in Supplementary Figure 1 (available at cuaj.ca).
In June 2021, a full group virtual meeting was held to
discuss one recommendation that did not reach agreement,
along with 22 other recommendations that, despite ≥75%
agreement, some experts had indicated disagreement or
undecided opinions. Proposed changes were made accordingly, including the creation of one new recommendation. In
July 2021, a second and final vote was conducted including
all of the recommendations where any changes had been
proposed. Agreement was achieved in all recommendations.
Throughout the guideline, after each recommendation, the
percent of experts who voted “completely agree” or “somewhat agree” with each statement is shown in parentheses.

1. Diagnosis and staging
Clinical presentation of GCT
Prompt recognition, diagnostic workup, and treatment initiation is of paramount importance for men with GCTs. Most
patients present with a palpable testicular mass that may or
may not be painful. Occasionally, the initial presentation
reflects the presence of symptomatic metastatic disease, such
as pain from a retroperitoneal or neck mass, respiratory symptoms, thrombus, or constitutional symptoms, such as weight
loss.9 In approximately 5% of patients, the primary tumor is
extragonadal (i.e., retroperitoneum or mediastinum).10
156

Rarely, in advanced GCTs, the testicular primary tumor
will spontaneously regress without treatment and at orchiectomy is described pathologically as a “burned out” primary.11 Occasionally, prior to orchiectomy, the radiologist
may label changes in the ipsilateral testis as appearing as
a burned out primary or Azzopardi lesion.12 In such cases
where chemotherapy is about to commence, an orchiectomy
can be deferred or even avoided altogether depending on
clinical suspicion.
Consensus recommendations
i. There are mandatory diagnostic and staging examinations (Table 1).
a. These include scrotal examination, determination
of the serum tumor markers alpha-fetoprotein
(AFP), ß-human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG),
and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), ultrasound to
image the testicles, and computed tomography
(CT) scan of the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis
(agreement: 100%)
b. Bone scan and brain imaging (preferably magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]) are indicated
in patients with symptoms suggestive of bone
or central nervous system involvement, as well
as patients with International Germ Cell Cancer
Collaborative Group (IGCCCG) poor prognosis
(agreement: 100%).
1. Brain imaging should also be considered in
those with extensive lung metastases, pure
choriocarcinoma, and/or HCG >5000 IU/L
at diagnosis13 (agreement: 100%).
c. Other imaging procedures, such as body MRI and
positron emission tomography (PET), should not
be routinely used for staging (agreement: 94%).
ii. With rare exception, radical orchiectomy is the initial diagnostic and treatment maneuver and should be
performed through an inguinal incision, removing the
testicle and spermatic cord to the level of the internal
inguinal ring (agreement: 100%).
iii. Insertion of a testicular prosthesis at the time of orchiectomy should be discussed with patients prior (agreement: 83%).
iv. Orchiectomy may be deferred in patients with life-threatening metastatic disease when a confirmed diagnosis of
NSGCT (e.g., an unequivocally elevated AFP and/or HCG
>5000 IU/L) or seminoma (e.g., biopsy of metastatic site)
is made so as not to delay the start of chemotherapy.
In such cases, orchiectomy should be performed after
chemotherapy14,15 (agreement: 100%).
v. Tumor markers should be drawn prior to orchiectomy
and repeated postoperatively within 1–3 weeks, and
repeated to ensure return to normal, given the known
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Table 1. Mandatory investigations
Complete history and physical exam, including scrotal exam
Laboratory
– Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)  
– ß-human chorionic gonadotrophin (ß-HCG)
– Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
Baseline imaging*
– Scrotal ultrasound
– CT abdomen and pelvis
– CT thorax
*Bone scan and brain imaging in patients with symptoms or poor prognosis metastatic
disease. CT:  computed tomography.

half-life kinetics of AFP (<7 days) and ß-HCG (<3 days)
(agreement: 100%).
vi. In very rare cases where there is possibility of a benign
tumor, excisional biopsy with a frozen section should be
performed prior to definitive orchiectomy in an experienced center to allow for the possibility of organ-sparing
partial orchiectomy16 (agreement: 94%).
vii. In patients with synchronous bilateral tumors, metachronous contralateral tumors, or solitary testicles with
normal preoperative testosterone levels, partial orchiectomy by an experienced surgeon may be an alternative procedure to orchiectomy in very select patients
(agreement: 92%).
viii. If organ-preserving surgery is performed and germ cell
neoplasia in situ (GCNIS) is found in the remaining testicular tissue, options include completion orchiectomy,
adjuvant radiotherapy, or surveillance, and discussion
should include risk of cancer recurrence, hypogonadism, and fertility (agreement: 100%).
ix. A full discussion on semen cryo-preservation for all
patients undergoing therapy (surgery, chemotherapy,
and/or radiation) for GCT should take place (agreement: 100%).
x. The histopathological report should document the following points: procedure, specimen laterality, tumor
focality, tumor size, tumor extension (rete testis, hilar
soft tissue, epididymis, tunica vaginalis, spermatic cord,
scrotum), histological type, margin status, presence or
absence of lymphovascular invasion, number of lymph
nodes involved and examined, pathology stage classification (pTNM, according to most recent AJCC/UICC, 8th
edition17 [Supplementary Table 1; available at cuaj.ca]),
and additional pathological findings (GCNIS, microlithiasis, Sertoli cell nodule, atrophy). Mixed GCTs should
have the estimated proportion of each component
reported as a percentage (%). Immunohistochemistry is
considered a useful adjunct to the diagnosis of testicular
tumors (agreement: 100%).
xi. It is recommended testicular tumors be assessed by a
pathologist experienced in testis cancer pathology18
(agreement: 100%).

xii. Patients with metastatic disease should be classified
according to the IGCCCG classification system19 (Table 2)
(agreement: 100%).

2. Clinical stage I (CSI) and clinical stage II (CSII)
seminoma
CSI seminoma
CSI seminoma requires an orchiectomy specimen containing
pure seminoma only, normalized markers post-orchiectomy,
no history of an elevated AFP, and normal staging imaging.
The risk of relapse in such cases is 15%, with most occurring
in the retroperitoneum.20-22 Treatment options include surveillance, para-aortic ± pelvic radiotherapy or chemotherapy
(carboplatin x 1–2), as shown in Table 3. All patients should
have a shared discussion balancing relapse risk and side
effects of adjuvant treatment. However, given that adjuvant
Table 2. The International Germ Cell Cancer Collaborative
Group classification
Histology
NSGCT

Prognostic
category
Good

Clinical factors

Testes/retroperitoneal primary
AND no non-pulmonary visceral
metastases
AND good markers (S1)
– AFP <1000 ug/ml and
– ß-HCG <5000 IU/L and
– LDH <1.5 × ULN
Intermediate Testes/retroperitoneal primary
no non-pulmonary visceral metastases
AND intermediate markers (S2)
–	AFP ≥1000 ng/mL and ≤10 000
ug/mL or
– ß-HCG ≥5000 IU/L and ≤50 000 IU/L
or
– LDH ≥1.5 × ULN and ≤10 × ULN*
Poor
Mediastinal primary
AND/OR non-pulmonary visceral
metastases
AND/OR any poor marker (S3)
– AFP >10 000 ug/mL or
– ß-HCG >50 000 IU/L or
– LDH >10 × ULN
Seminoma Good
Any primary site
AND no non-pulmonary visceral
metastases
AND normal AFP, any ß-HCG, any LDH
Intermediate Any primary site
AND non-pulmonary visceral
metastases
AND normal AFP, any ß-HCG, any LDH
*LDH elevation alone for IGCCCG classification is controversial. AFP: alpha-fetoprotein;
ß-HCG: beta human chorionic gonadotrophin; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; NSGCT: nonseminoma germ cell tumor; ULN: upper limit of normal. Adapted from International Germ
Cell Consensus Classification: A prognostic factor-based staging system for metastatic
germ cell cancers. International Germ Cell Cancer Collaborative Group.19
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treatment is associated with acute toxicities, risk of late side
effects, potential overtreatment in 85%, and no improvement
in survival, surveillance for all CSI seminoma patients is the
preferred approach.

Surveillance
Several prospective, non-randomized studies of surveillance
in CSI seminoma have been performed (Supplementary Table
2; available at cuaj.ca). Relapse rates at five years range from
11–20%.23,24 The predominant site of relapse is the para-aortic lymph nodes (e.g., 82% in the Danish Testicular Cancer
Study Group study; 97% in the Princess Margaret series).25,26
Median time to relapse is 12–18 months, but late relapses
(>4 years) have been reported. Disease-specific survival is
>99%, comparable to adjuvant radiation or carboplatin.
Risk factors associated with relapse have not been consistent among studies and are of limited prognostic value. In a
pooled analysis of 638 patients from four centers, tumor size
>4 cm and rete testes involvement were the only factors associated with relapse.27 Other large, pooled studies have shown
inconsistent results, suggesting relapse associations with only
rete testes involvement, only tumor size, or both.20,21,28
Despite the limitations of these risk factors, the Spanish
Germ Cell Cancer Cooperative Study Group and the Swedish
and Norwegian Testicular Cancer Group (SWENOTECA)
have offered a risk-adapted strategy with surveillance for
low-risk patients (0 risk factors) and adjuvant therapy for
high-risk patients (1–2 risk factors).21,29 These studies confirmed that low-risk patients had a small risk of relapse
(4–6%) and the risk-adapted strategy lowered the relapse risk
for the high-risk patients. As patients in the high-risk group
have a >75% chance of being relapse-free on surveillance,
adjuvant therapy may only lead to a modest absolute reduction in relapse risk.20,21 Nearly all relapses on surveillance
may be salvaged with radiotherapy or chemotherapy and
result in a cancer-specific survival of 99%. Accordingly, a
recent systematic review by the European Testicular Cancer
Guidelines Panel concluded the prognostic utility of size and
rete testes invasion have significant limitations.23
One concern regarding non-risk-adapted surveillance
is the potential for increased chemotherapy use to salvage
patients who relapse. However, as most relapses occur in
the retroperitoneum, radiotherapy is an effective sole salvage approach. For example, at Princess Margaret, 78% of
CSI seminoma relapses were managed with radiation, with
only 9% of those requiring chemotherapy for subsequent
second relapses.26
Table 3. Treatment options for CSI seminoma
Option
Surveillance
Carboplatin x 1
Radiation
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Relapse rate
15%
5%
4%

Cancer-specific survival
99%
99%
99%

An optimal followup surveillance strategy has yet to be
determined. Several retrospective studies suggest serial tumor
marker assessments do not contribute to relapse detection and
have been dropped from some CSI seminoma surveillance
protocols.30 Results suggest MRI imaging was non-inferior to
CT scans, and a three-scan schedule was non-inferior to a
seven-scan schedule. Further interpretation and discussion of
these results will be required to recommend a more optimal
surveillance schedule to minimize radiation exposure without
compromising outcomes.31

Adjuvant radiotherapy
Adjuvant retroperitoneal radiotherapy is now limited to
the occasional circumstance where surveillance is not
feasible.32,33 Large series and randomized trials of adjuvant radiotherapy report a 4% (range 0.8–5%) relapse rate
(Supplementary Table 3; available at cuaj.ca).34 Relapse >3
years after radiotherapy appears rare, occurring in only three
of 1893 patients entered onto the MRC TE10, TE18, and
TE19 adjuvant trials.35 Evidence from randomized trials demonstrates similar overall relapse rates for para-aortic nodal
radiotherapy vs. extended volume to include ipsilateral pelvic nodes (3.4% vs. 4%).36 Continued imaging to detect
pelvic recurrence is recommended if this is not included in
the initial treatment volume.

Adjuvant chemotherapy
Adjuvant chemotherapy is limited to the occasional circumstance where surveillance is not feasible. If given, 1–2
cycles of carboplatin are options but whether one or two
cycles is better remains unclear. The only randomized study
(MRC TE19) compared adjuvant radiotherapy to one cycle
of carboplatin and observed similar five-year relapse (4.0%
vs. 5.3%).37 However, non-randomized data suggest a reduction in relapses with two cycles (1.5-3% vs. 5%).38,39 As well,
population-based SWENOTECA data shows relatively small
risk reductions with only one cycle of carboplatin compared
to surveillance, especially with higher-risk patients (relapse
rate 2.2% vs. 4.0% in lower-risk patients and 9.3% vs. 15.5%
in higher-risk patients).21 There are many potential disadvantages with this adjuvant approach. The reduction in relapse
risk is not that impressive (15% down to 5%) and most relapses occur in the retroperitoneum and therefore CT scans of
the abdomen and pelvis are still required, similar to patients
on surveillance. Furthermore, recurrence after carboplatin
may have a worse biology, as reported in a recent series.40
Compared to large surveillance series, these 185 patients
appeared to have a higher burden of disease at relapse, a
greater reliance on bleomycin, etoposide, cisplatin (BEP) as
salvage, and a greater incidence of second relapse and death.
Finally, the long-term (i.e., beyond 15 years) toxicity of carboplatin is unknown since the series with the longest toxicity
information had only a nine-year median followup.41
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Consensus recommendations (Supplementary Figure 2;
available at cuaj.ca)
i. Patients with rising tumor markers after orchiectomy
despite normal imaging are considered stage IS and
should be treated with chemotherapy according to the
corresponding IGCCCG group (agreement: 100%).
ii. Patients should be informed of all treatment options (surveillance, adjuvant chemotherapy, adjuvant radiotherapy), including the potential benefits and side effects of
each treatment, and should be involved in the decisionmaking process (agreement: 100%).
iii. In a patient willing and able to adhere to a surveillance
program, surveillance should be the preferred option
(agreement: 100%).
iv. A risk-adapted approach with surveillance for low-risk
patients and adjuvant treatment for those at higher risk
of relapse is not recommended (agreement: 93%).
v. If adjuvant therapy is chosen, carboplatin chemotherapy
and radiation therapy are options (agreement: 94%).
vi. If adjuvant therapy is given, post-therapy imaging is
still required, similar to surveillance schedules (agreement: 93%).
vii. At present, there is no role for primary retroperitoneal
lymph node dissection (RPLND) in stage I seminoma
(agreement: 93%).

in most series, and not all patients can be salvaged with
chemotherapy.42
Chemotherapy for all CSII seminoma patients is the same
as that for IGCCCG good-prognosis patients. The role of
RPLND and of reduced volume radiation therapy in combination with single-course of carboplatin in CSII seminoma
is the subject of clinical trials and not an established option
outside of a trial setting.45,46
Consensus recommendations
i. In patients with CSIIA seminoma without marker elevation, an initial period of surveillance with repeat imaging
in 6–8 weeks is recommended (agreement: 94%).
ii. In CSIIA seminoma, radiation therapy or chemotherapy
are standard treatment options and should be discussed
(agreement: 100%).
iii. In CSIIB seminoma, radiation therapy or chemotherapy
are treatment options. Chemotherapy is the preferred
option in most cases (agreement: 94%).
iv. In CSIIC seminoma, chemotherapy is the standard treatment approach (agreement: 100%).
v. Chemotherapy in this setting is the same as for IGCCCG
good-prognosis metastatic patients (agreement: 100%).
vi. The role of RPLND in stage II seminoma is investigational
(agreement: 94%).

CSII seminoma

3. Clinical stage I NSGCT

In patients with CSIIA seminoma without marker elevation,
an initial period of surveillance with repeat imaging in 6–8
weeks is recommended, as up to 30% of cases end up being
false-positive nodal enlargement.
In CSIIA seminoma, radiotherapy or chemotherapy are
options. No randomized trial has compared these two
options in this setting. Radiation therapy given to the paraaortic and ipsilateral pelvic nodes with doses ranging from
30–35 Gy show five-year relapse-free rates in excess of 90%
in most modern series.42
In CSIIB disease, depending on the bulk of disease and
location of lymph nodes, radiation therapy or chemotherapy
are options.42 The relapse-free rate with radiation therapy
is close to 90% and most relapses are cured with salvage
chemotherapy.43 With primary chemotherapy, there are very
few relapses. The overall disease-specific survival is close to
100% with either management approach.43
In a meta-analysis of four prospective and nine retrospective studies, chemotherapy and radiation achieved similar disease control in CSIIA disease, but chemotherapy fared modestly better in CSIIB disease (relapse rate 5% vs. 12%), with
a lower incidence of late toxicity and secondary cancers.44
CSIIC disease should be managed with chemotherapy,
as the relapse rate with radiation therapy approaches 50%

Testicular cancer is classified as NSGCT if, histologically, the
tumor contains any component of embryonal carcinoma,
yolk sac tumor, choriocarcinoma, or teratoma. Patients with
histologically pure seminoma but elevated serum AFP or
markedly elevated HCG (generally regarded as >5000 mIU/
ml) are considered to have NSGCT. Patients with persistently elevated or rising markers 4–6 weeks after orchiectomy
with normal imaging are considered stage IS, and should be
treated with chemotherapy according to their corresponding
IGCCCG group.
Treatment options for CSI NSGCT are summarized in
Table 4 and include surveillance, chemotherapy (typically
BEP x 1–2), or RPLND. Approximately 20–30% of stage
I NSGCT patients relapse without adjuvant treatment.22,47
Although adjuvant therapy reduces relapse risk, cancerspecific survival is equivalent to surveillance at 99% and
so discussions with patients should go beyond relapse risk
to include potential long-term toxicities of adjuvant therapy
and the equivalent cancer-specific survival. Surveillance for
all CSI NSGCT patients is the preferred approach.
In some countries, patients with high-risk characteristics
are treated with adjuvant therapy. The main factor associated with increased risk of relapse is the presence of lympho-vascular invasion (LVI) in the orchiectomy specimen, as
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it upstages NSGCT from pT1 to pT2 and overall CSIA to
CSIB.22,48 Some data show embryonal predominance is also
associated with relapse. The cutoff for defining embryonal
predominance varies in the published series from >50% to
100%. Whether LVI, embryonal predominance, or both are
present, the associated risk of relapse is approximately 50%.47

Surveillance
Published series report on 6179 CSI patients on surveillance, with 1603 (25.9%) relapses and 67 (1.1%) deaths
(Supplementary Table 4; available at cuaj.ca). These series confirm LVI and embryonal predominance as risk factors, increasing relapse up to 50% when present, but highlight the overall
safety of surveillance, with 74% of patients in the published
literature not requiring any further therapy after orchiectomy.
Those relapsing on surveillance have traditionally been
treated with 3–4 cycles of chemotherapy. 47 As such, an
argument against surveillance for high-risk CSI NSGCT is
the higher treatment burden for the 50% who experience a
relapse compared to a strategy of upfront adjuvant therapy
(e.g., BEPx1). A recent series of 162 relapsed patients demonstrated the safety of salvaging CSI NSGCT surveillance
relapses with RPLND.49 The majority relapsed within the retroperitoneum and 38% were treated with RPLND, of whom
73% did not require any subsequent chemotherapy. In their
modelling exercise, a theoretical cohort of 100 high-risk
patients treated with surveillance and salvaged preferentially
with RPLND had similar chemotherapy burden to a group
treated with adjuvant BEPx1.

Adjuvant chemotherapy
A historical systematic review of non-randomized trials and
a single randomized trial using adjuvant chemotherapy in
CSI NSGCT demonstrated a recurrence rate of 3.8% using a
variety of platinum-based regimens (Supplementary Table 5;
available at cuaj.ca).50 The MRC prospectively evaluated
BEPx2 in patients deemed high-risk for relapse based on
multiple histopathological features. With long-term followup, 1.8% (2/114) of patients recurred.51 Other trials have
focused on high-risk patients by virtue of LVI or embryonal
histology predominance. After two cycles of BEP chemotherapy, relapse ranged from 2.2–2.9%.52,53
Using a single cycle of BEP has also been explored. The
Table 4. Treatment options for CSI NSGCT
Option
Surveillance
BEPx1
RPLND

Relapse rate
26%
2–7%
10%*

Cancer-specific survival
99%
99%
99%

*This includes giving adjuvant chemotherapy to select patients with positive nodes at
RPLND. NSGCT: non-seminomatous germ cell tumor; RPLND: retroperitoneal lymph node
dissection.
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SWENOTECA group studied surveillance vs. BEPx1 in a prospective cohort. In patients with LVI, 41.7% of patients on
surveillance relapsed compared to 3.2% receiving BEPx1.
The five-year cause-specific survival was 100% for the chemotherapy arm, with no treatment-related mortality.54 Most
recently, the U.K. single-arm “111 Study” confirmed the
efficacy of BEPx1 in CSIB NSGCT (3.1% relapse rate and
one death with 49-month median followup).55
While cause-specific mortality is excellent after BEP x
1–2, detailed information is limited on the very long-term
followup (>20 years) relating to complications, such as cardiovascular health, thus, shared decision-making regarding
adjuvant chemotherapy vs. other strategies is critical.56

Adjuvant RPLND
Studies directly comparing adjuvant RPLND to surveillance
are lacking. Most studies of adjuvant RPLND gave two
cycles of chemotherapy to patients harboring pathological nodal disease, rendering the benefits of RPLND alone
unclear when compared to a strategy of BEPx1 as upfront
adjuvant therapy for high-risk CSI NSGCT. In the only randomized trial comparing adjuvant RPLND to BEPx1 in 382
patients, RPLND had a significantly higher relapse rate (8%
vs. 0.5%, p=0.003).57 Among the patients who received
RPLND, 18.5% had pathological stage II disease at surgery and received BEPx2. In those receiving two cycles, no
relapses were observed. In patients managed with RPLND
alone, 13 (9.2%) recurrences were observed, seven in the
retroperitoneum. There were no significant quality of life
differences at six months between the arms.58
This trial has been criticized for a number of reasons,
including that 57% of the CSI patients did not have LVI or
embryonal predominance; the overuse of adjuvant chemotherapy among patients with low-volume node-positive disease at RPLND (pN2A); the number of RPLNDs performed at
low-volume centers leading to a much higher than expected
retroperitoneal relapse rate; and high rates (10%) of patients
not receiving the treatment allocated. However, the trial has
highlighted that if RPLND is completed, it should be done
at high-volume centers.
The remaining series exploring adjuvant RPLND are retrospective in nature (Supplementary Table 6; available at cuaj.
ca). These series total over 2000 patients and highlight that
only about a third harbor disease in the retroperitoneum,
about 10% relapse post-RPLND, and <1% die of disease.
The relapse rate for those with pathological nodal disease
found at RPLND who do not receive adjuvant chemotherapy
is approximately 20%. RPLND use in this setting has been
decreasing over time in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.59-62
Despite this trend, advantages to RPLND include the fact
it provides the most accurate staging and 80–90% can avoid
the potential long-term side effects of chemotherapy. The in-
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field relapse rate at high-volume centers is <1%, allowing
omission of abdominal imaging after the early postoperative
period.63 RPLND also offers surgical excision of chemo-resistant teratoma, which is present in the retroperitoneum in 15%
of patients with pathological nodal disease.63 Similarly, it has
been suggested that patients with malignant transformation
of teratoma in the orchiectomy specimen should be preferentially offered RPLND because, if metastatic, these elements are
chemo-resistant;64 however, no study has directly addressed
this paradigm and it remains as expert opinion.65
Long-term complications of RPLND can include loss of
antegrade ejaculation, ventral hernia, and bowel obstruction, although these are rare if performed in centers of
excellence.66 Thus, in patients who choose adjuvant treatment, RPLND remains an acceptable option in the properly
selected and informed individual.
Consensus recommendations (Supplementary Figure 3;
available at cuaj.ca)
i. Patients with rising tumor markers after orchiectomy
despite normal imaging are considered stage IS and
should be treated with chemotherapy according to the
corresponding IGCCCG group (agreement: 100%).
ii. Patients should be informed of all treatment options (surveillance, adjuvant chemotherapy, RPLND), including
the potential benefits and side effects of each treatment,
and should be involved in the decision-making process
(agreement: 100%).
iii. In a patient willing and able to adhere to a surveillance
program, for all stage I risk groups, surveillance should
be the preferred option (agreement: 100%)
iv. For patients who prefer immediate treatment or who are
unsuitable for primary surveillance, adjuvant chemotherapy or RPLND are both options (agreement: 93%).
v. If adjuvant chemotherapy is chosen, one cycle of BEP is
the preferred option (agreement: 100%).
vi. If RPLND is chosen, surgery should be performed by
surgeons who are experienced with the procedure. Full
bilateral templates and nerve-sparing techniques should
be employed (agreement: 100%).

4. Clinical stage IIA/IIB NSGCT
The cure rate for CS IIA and IIB NSGCT approaches 98% and
thus priority should be given to minimizing long-term morbidity.
CS IIA patients without marker elevation represent a dilemma. The retroperitoneal nodal enlargement can be benign,
teratoma, or active germ cell cancer. Neither PET nor MRI
can reliably discriminate between these. Thus, three options
exist: surveillance, primary RPLND, or chemotherapy.
Initial surveillance is recommended in most and repeat
imaging should be performed after 6–8 weeks to determine

lesion change. A shrinking lesion is likely not malignant
and should be further observed. A stable or growing lesion
can indicate teratoma or malignant tumor and a primary
RPLND is both diagnostic and therapeutic. The pathological
stage can be verified immediately, although 30% will have
non-malignant histology.67-69 Patients with a rapidly growing lesion and/or increased markers should be treated with
primary chemotherapy according to the IGCCCG.
In patients with confirmed CS IIA or B disease, two treatment options exist: primary RPLND or primary chemotherapy. If patients undergo RPLND, they may be offered adjuvant
chemotherapy if viable germ cell elements are identified in
their pathology. If patients initiate primary chemotherapy,
they may require a post-chemotherapy (PC)-RPLND if residual disease >1 cm is seen on post-chemotherapy imaging. The
choice of initial therapy is based on multiple factors, but the
main drivers are stage (IIA vs. IIB) and the presence/absence
of elevated tumor markers. Treatment recommendations are
shown in Figure 1.
Primary RPLND alone has demonstrated relapse rates of
10% for patients with pathological stage IIA and 35–50%
for pathological stage IIB disease.63,70,71 Primary RPLND followed by adjuvant chemotherapy with BEPx2 reduces the
relapse risk to approximately 1%, but exposes patients to
two treatment modalities and is overtreatment in 50–70% of
patients. 68,72,73 When performed at centers with experience
in RPLND, relapses after RPLND occur nearly exclusively
outside the retroperitoneum.
Primary chemotherapy with BEPx3 or, if contraindications
for bleomycin, four cycles of etoposide and cisplatin (EP),
induce a complete response in 83–91% of patients with clinical stage IIA and in 61–87% of patients with clinical stage
IIB.68,74 Most of these patients can be spared RPLND provided
a satisfactory radiological response is obtained (i.e., residual
mass ≤1 cm). Relapse rates after primary chemotherapy are
low, with 4–9% for clinical stage IIA and 11–15% for clinical
stage IIB disease, though these quoted rates include approximately a third of patients requiring PC-RPLND.68,74 In patients
with elevated markers and/or CS IIB, primary chemotherapy
is preferred given the higher rate of relapse with RPLND.67,75
In select cases of low-level and either stable or slowly
rising markers, or smaller CS IIB disease, RPLND may be an
option in patients wishing to avoid chemotherapy and willing
to accept a higher relapse risk with RPLND alone.63 When
RPLND is performed, this should be done using a full bilateral template with nerve-sparing technique, where feasible
at centers with experience in performing this operation.67
Consensus recommendations
i. In patients with stage IIA disease without marker elevation,
an initial period of surveillance with repeat imaging in 6–8
weeks is recommended (agreement: 94%).
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Alternative option

A: RPLND remains an option in select patients with low-level and slowly rising markers who
wish to avoid chemotherapy, though a higher relapse risk is acknowledged.
B: RPLND may be an option in highly select patients, though a higher relapse risk is
acknowledged.

Figure 1. Clinical stage IIA/IIB non-seminomatous germ cell tumor treatment
algorithm. PCRPLND: post-chemotherapy retroperitoneal lymph node
dissection.

ii. In patients with confirmed stage IIA disease and negative markers, primary RPLND is the preferred approach.
Primary chemotherapy is also an acceptable option
(agreement: 100%).
iii. In patients with stage IIA but tumor marker-positive disease, primary chemotherapy according to the IGCCCG
recommendation is the preferred option (agreement:
100%).
a. RPLND remains an option in select patients with
low-level and slowly rising markers who wish to
avoid chemotherapy, though a higher relapse risk
is acknowledged (agreement: 94%).
iv. In patients with stage IIB disease irrespective of marker
status, primary chemotherapy according to the IGCCCG
criteria is the recommended treatment (agreement: 100%).
a. RPLND may be an option in highly select
patients, though a higher relapse risk is acknowledged (agreement: 94%).
v. If RPLND is chosen, surgery should be performed by
surgeons who are experienced with the procedure. Full
bilateral templates and nerve-sparing techniques should
be employed (agreement: 100%)

5. Treatment of advanced or metastatic disease
Patients with advanced GCTs should always be considered
curable. Survival outcomes appear better in specialized centers and this may be related to experience, case selection,
volume, and/or the organization of multidisciplinary care.76-78
Therefore, referral of all patients with advanced GCTs for consultation to an experienced center is strongly recommended.
Patients with advanced disease must be stratified into a prognostic group using the IGCCCG criteria (Table 2)19,79,80 based
on histology, site of primary, and degree of post-orchiectomy
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tumor marker elevation (AFP, β-HCG, and LDH). LDH elevation alone for IGCCCG classification is controversial and
these cases should be discussed with oncologists in experienced centers. A recent IGCCCG update confirmed the
prognostic ability of the IGCCCG groupings and reported
improved five-year overall survival (OS) across all groups
in seminoma (95% and 88% in good and intermediate risk,
respectively) and NSGCT (96%, 89%, and 67% for good,
intermediate, and poor risk, respectively).79,80
Standard chemotherapy for most patients is BEP given
over five days every 21 days.81-83 The efficacy of etoposide
100 mg/m2/day and cisplatin 20 mg/m2/day for five days
and bleomycin 30 IU weekly is of equivalent efficacy to
the same drugs given on a three-day schedule but has less
short-term gastrointestinal toxicity and long-term ototoxicity.84 Carboplatin should not be substituted for cisplatin due
to inferior outcomes.85-88 A summary of the randomized trials in advanced disease is shown in Supplementary Table 7
(available at cuaj.ca).
In patients with IGCCCG good-prognosis disease, BEPx3
is the preferred option.81,82,89 If there is a contraindication
to bleomycin , EPx4 can be given, but has been associated
with a non-statistically significant but higher death rate in
one randomized controlled trial.83
Patients with intermediate or poor-prognosis disease
should be considered oncological emergencies and treated
urgently. Even brief treatment delays should be avoided, as
these tumors can progress rapidly, particularly choriocarcinoma. BEPx4 is considered the standard therapy.90 BEP has
been compared to etoposide, cisplatin, and ifosfamide (VIP)
in this patient population with similar cancer outcomes, but
VIP has more genitourinary toxicity and myelosuppression.
VIP represents an alternative to BEP for patients with contraindications to bleomycin.91,92 VIP should be considered the
preferred choice for patients with extensive pulmonary disease, a mediastinal primary, and/or brain metastases. Also, if
intermediate- or poor-risk patients develop pulmonary toxicity during BEP, VIP (not EP) is recommended to complete four
cycles of three drugs. For intermediate- or poor-prognosis
patients, there is no evidence to date that first-line high-dose
chemotherapy (HDCT) with autologous stem cell transplant
(ASCT) is superior to BEPx4.93-95
Chemotherapy should be given without dose reductions at
21-day intervals regardless of the neutrophil count on day 1.
Routine use of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)
for primary prophylaxis is not recommended in all patients.
However, the risk of febrile neutropenia and its complications is higher in intermediate- and poor-risk patients. Primary
prophylaxis should be considered in these patients or those
at high risk based on age, comorbidities, and disease characteristics.96 Patients who receive ifosfamide must have primary prophylaxis. Secondary prophylaxis is recommended for
patients with prior infectious or neutropenic complications.97
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Supportive care and monitoring during chemotherapy
Monitoring tumor markers prior to each chemotherapy cycle
is mandatory. Routine radiological imaging is not mandatory
during chemotherapy, however, may be useful in patients
with no elevated tumor markers, a significant amount of
teratoma in the primary, large retroperitoneal masses, or
new/progressive symptoms.
Patients with GCTs treated with chemotherapy are at an
increased risk for vascular thromboembolic events (VTEs)
which can be fatal.98 Prophylactic anticoagulation with low
molecular weight heparins or Factor X inhibitors reduces the
risk of VTE, with a minor increase in bleeding risk. The use
of prophylactic anticoagulation should be individualized.
Identified risk factors include increased tumor bulk, retroperitoneal lymph nodes >3.5 cm, stage, chemotherapy exposure, Khorana score ≥3, and the presence of vascular access
devices.99 In suitable patients, anticoagulation should start
as soon as possible prior to the initiation of chemotherapy.
Bleomycin-related pneumonitis is a known but rare complication of BEP, however, data supporting best practices
for monitoring on therapy are limited. Pneumonitis risk
increases with bleomycin exposure and age, so baseline
pulmonary function tests (PFTs) may be useful prior to chemotherapy, particularly in patients with pre-existing pulmonary disease, age >40, renal impairment, or those planned to
receive BEPx4. For patients with limited pulmonary reserve,
alternatives to BEP should be considered. History (including shortness of breath and cough) and physical exams are
important, as PFTs during treatment are not useful for the
early identification of pneumonitis. Patients who develop
pneumonitis of clinical concern should discontinue bleomycin and complete alternative chemotherapy providing
similar therapeutic dose intensity.
In patients with poor-prognosis NSGCT, a suboptimal
decline in AFP and/or β-HCG after the first cycle of BEP
has been validated as a poor prognostic factor.100,101 Such
patients may be considered for treatment intensification
based on one randomized trial, however, the regimen is
complex, associated with increased neurotoxicity and no
OS benefit has been proven.101
If there is an unequivocal tumor marker rise in AFP and/or
β-HCG, radiological imaging is required, including imaging
of the brain. Primary cisplatin resistance is rare, but in the
presence of radiological progression, a switch to salvage
chemotherapy may be necessary and the patient must be
referred to an experienced center. Patients in this setting have
a worse prognosis and will be managed as per “Treatment of
relapsed and refractory disease.” If there is an expected tumor
marker decline but metastases are growing radiologically,
“growing teratoma syndrome” should be considered.102,103
In most cases, the full course of chemotherapy should be
completed and resection of the growing and residual masses

should be done promptly post-chemotherapy. Very rarely,
rapid radiological progression despite decreasing tumor
markers may require interruption of chemotherapy for surgical resection.
Post-chemotherapy, radiological restaging should be performed in all patients 4–8 weeks after day 21 of the last chemotherapy cycle. Tumor markers that plateau at a low level
may be followed closely. It is not uncommon for patients
with a markedly elevated β-HCG prior to treatment to have
a delay in normalization of β-HCG.104 Unless tumor markers
are rising, all residual masses should be treated as per the
sections below.

Post-chemotherapy residual masses: NSGCT
Post-chemotherapy patients with normal tumor markers may
have residual masses (≥1 cm) on repeat radiological imaging.
Histology of residual masses after first-line chemotherapy is
necrosis in 40–50%, teratoma in 35–40%, and viable cancer
in 10–15%.105,106 The incidence of viable cancer is declining
in more recent series and maybe as low as 6%.107
Some series have identified factors associated with the
absence of viable tumor in the residual mass, including
absence of teratoma in the primary tumor, normal markers
pre-chemotherapy, a small pre-chemotherapy mass, significant shrinkage of the mass with chemotherapy, and size of
residual mass ≤10 mm.106,108,109 Several multivariate models
have been published in an attempt to identify patients in
whom PC-RPLND can be safely avoided. However, to date,
none are sufficiently discriminative to be used clinically and
there is no universal definition on what constitutes “significant shrinkage” with chemotherapy.108,110-113
Similarly, PET scan use in the post-chemotherapy NSGCT
setting has limited utility due to the inability to detect teratoma.114 Decision-making regarding post-chemotherapy management should be done in a multidisciplinary setting with
imaging reviewed by experienced radiologists. In patients
with normal tumor markers and residual retroperitoneal masses ≥1 cm in dimension, PC-RPLND should occur. It should be
noted that in select post-chemotherapy cases with low-level
but stable marker elevations, PC-RPLND is still indicated, as
some cystic masses may harbor residual AFP/HCG that slowly
leaks into circulation.115 PC-RPLND in such patients can result
in cure without the need for second-line chemotherapy.
For masses <1 cm, surveillance is the preferred option,
with several large series demonstrating relapse rates of
6–9%. 116-118 The largest series to date reported on 191
patients followed for a median 81 months with a relapse
rate of 8.4%. Of the relapses, over half were in the retroperitoneum and salvaged successfully with delayed PC-RPLND.
Four (2.1%) died from testis cancer.116
Bilateral nerve-sparing RPLND has been the recommended surgery in this post-chemotherapy setting. 119 A
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nerve-sparing approach is feasible and although ejaculation
recovery rates are lower due to the desmoplastic reaction
around the post-ganglionic sympathetic fibers, a bilateral
template dissection does not automatically equate to loss
of ejaculation.120,121 More recent series have shown that in
select patients with small volume (<5 cm) tumor limited to
the primary landing zone before and after chemotherapy, a
modified unilateral template resection is safe, with no infield relapse.122,123 The advantage of a modified template is to
minimize complications.122 However, the disadvantage is the
risk of leaving residual disease and that continued abdominal imaging will be required. For these reasons, bilateral
RPLND with nerve-sparing, when feasible, is the preferred
approach in the post-chemotherapy setting.
If the decision to perform a PC-RPLND is made, most
centers advocate performing surgery within 12 weeks after
completing chemotherapy. However, in the case of IGCCCG
good-risk disease, negative markers, and shrinking masses,
or in patients with chemotherapy complications, there is less
urgency to proceed to PC-RPLND and a delay may be appropriate. Tumour markers must be checked in the period after
chemotherapy up to and including the week of PC-RPLND to
ensure normality. Complete resection of the residual masses
impacts prognosis and every attempt at complete surgical
resection must be made.124-126 Surgery should be performed
by experienced uro-oncologists. Increasingly, data supports
a relationship between lymph node yield, hospital surgical
volume, and improved outcomes.127
Resection of residual masses outside the retroperitoneum must also be considered. In most cases, the retroperitoneum should be operated on first. However, concomitant resections involving retrocrural, mediastinal, hepatic,
thoracic, and supraclavicular disease have been described
with acceptable morbidity.128 Concordance in the pathology
between the retroperitoneum and other metastatic sites ranges from 50–89%.129-133 Thus, while finding complete necrosis
in resected retroperitoneal masses is reassuring, surgeons
should maintain a low threshold to resect extra-retroperitoneal disease because of the imperfect concordance.134
Concordance between bilateral residual lung masses, however, appears sufficiently high (85–95%) to allow careful
surveillance of contralateral lung masses if necrosis is found
in masses resected from one lung.134,135

Post-chemotherapy residual masses: Seminoma
Post-chemotherapy residual masses in advanced seminoma
are common and most do not require additional treatment.
In patients with residual masses <3 cm, the use of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET scanning is not recommended, and
patients can be safely surveyed. In patients with residual
masses ≥3 cm, an FDG-PET scan may be considered but
its clinical relevance is debatable.136,137 Recent data show a
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23% positive predictive value of FDG-PET imaging in this
setting, which is much lower than initially reported.138 Thus,
only a negative FDG-PET is helpful in predicting necrosis, and surveillance is the standard of care in these cases.
The surveillance algorithm in this case can be identical to
patients who achieved a complete response. Positive FDGPET scans need to be interpreted cautiously and should not
lead to immediate treatment in all cases. This is especially
true in cases of mild PET scan positivity, as it is common for
these masses to continue to reduce in size and decrease in
FDG avidity over months, and thus, continued close observation is the preferred option. There is no clearly defined
observation schedule. If ordered, the PET scan should be
done at least eight weeks after day 21 of the last chemotherapy cycle.
In cases where the FDG-PET scan remains strongly positive
over time or there is a high suspicion of viable disease, complete surgical resection or biopsy is the management of choice
and should only be performed at an experienced centre.139-141
Radiation therapy may be given in select cases, however,
identification of those who may benefit remains challenging,
as this has been inadequately studied.142,143 The advantages
of surgery include the ability to assess the response to chemotherapy, obtain histology, and potentially provide cure.
The disadvantage of surgery is the high morbidity. This stems
from the intense desmoplastic reaction when seminoma is
treated with chemotherapy. Complete resection is difficult
and associated with much higher complication rates.141 The
extent of surgical resection in seminoma is usually a resection of the residual mass or multiple biopsies and does not
usually include a full or modified RPLND.140

Consolidation chemotherapy after post-chemotherapy surgery
If the pathology from completely resected residual masses
shows necrosis or mature teratoma, no further treatment is
required. If viable cancer is found, the role of further chemotherapy is not clear, as there are no prospective data.
A discussion with the treating surgeon should be had to
understand the extent of dissection and concern for any
residual unresected disease. Some retrospective data have
shown consolidative chemotherapy improved disease-free
survival but not OS.105,144,145 Three independent predictive
factors for improved progression-free and OS are complete
surgical resection, less than 10% viable malignant cells, and
a good IGCCCG prognostic group.
If post-surgery chemotherapy is given, no specific chemotherapy regimen or number of cycles can be recommended
based on evidence, however, most oncologists would choose
two cycles of a different regimen, as the viable cells may represent at least partial chemoresistance. If the viable cells represent
a transformation, such as sarcoma or adenocarcinoma, chemotherapy specific to that histological subtype should be chosen.
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Brain metastases
Brain metastases are uncommon, occurring in only 2–3% of
patients with metastatic GCT at presentation. Greater than
95% are NSGCT histology.146 Patients with synchronous
brain metastases at initial diagnosis have better survival than
patients who develop metachronous disease (three-year OS
of 48% vs. 27%).146 These patients are preferentially treated
with VIP chemotherapy, as ifosfamide crosses the blood brain
barrier whereas bleomycin does not. Prognosis is dictated
by IGCCCG prognostic factors and may be influenced by
the number of brain metastases.146 Local treatment of postchemotherapy residual masses in the brain with radiation
therapy or surgery may be considered, but the routine use
of multimodality therapy is of uncertain benefit, particularly
in patients who have brain metastases at initial diagnosis.146
Consensus recommendations
i. All patients with advanced GCT should be treated for
cure and referral to (or consultation with) experienced
centers should be strongly considered (agreement:
100%).
ii. For patients with IGCCC good-prognosis disease, three
cycles of BEP is the preferred option (agreement: 100%).
iii. For patients with IGCCC intermediate- and poor-risk disease, four cycles of BEP or VIP are both options (agreement: 100%).
iv. Tumor markers should be regularly monitored during
and after chemotherapy (agreement: 100%).
v. Post-chemotherapy, all patients should have biochemical and radiological re-staging to assess response and
identify residual masses (agreement: 100%).
vi. Prior to initiation of chemotherapy, prophylactic anticoagulation should be considered for patients at higher risk for
VTE and a low risk for bleeding (agreement: 88%).
vii. During chemotherapy, primary prophylaxis with G-CSF
is required for patients receiving ifosfamide. It may be
considered for patients with intermediate-/poor-risk disease or those at high risk based on age, comorbidities,
and disease characteristics, or as secondary prophylaxis
(agreement: 100%).
viii. In NSGCT, post-chemotherapy residual masses ≥1 cm
and normal tumor markers should be resected (agreement: 100%).
ix. In NSGCT, post-chemotherapy residual masses <1 cm
and normal tumor markers can be safely surveyed
(agreement: 100%).
x. If surgery is performed for NSGCT retroperitoneal residual disease, in most cases, a full bilateral RPLND should
be performed by experienced surgeons. It is acknowledged that more recent retrospective series have demonstrated low relapse rates in modified unilateral tem-

plate surgery in select good-risk patients with ipsilateral
primary landing-site disease <5 cm (agreement: 92%).
xi. In patients where a decision to resect residual disease
is made, a low threshold to also resect residual disease
outside of the retroperitoneum should be considered
regardless of anatomic location because of the imperfect
pathological concordance between sites (agreement:
93%).
xii. Post-chemotherapy residual masses in seminoma are
common.
a. If they are ≤3 cm, PET scans are not recommended and the patient should be surveyed (agreement: 100%).
b. If they are >3 cm, a PET may be considered:
1.
If the PET scan is negative, patients can
be surveyed (agreement: 100%).
2.
If the PET scan is positive, continued close
observation is the preferred option (agreement: 100%).
3.
If the PET scan remains strongly positive
over time, surgical resection or biopsy of
the residual mass is the preferred option
(agreement: 100%).
c. If the post-chemotherapy residual mass is growing on radiological imaging, surgical resection
of the mass should be performed if technically
feasible (agreement: 94%).
xiii. The role of further chemotherapy in patients who have
viable cancer cells in the pathological specimen from
a post-chemotherapy residual mass resection is controversial. These cases require an individualized approach
in an experienced center (agreement: 93%).
xiv. The management of patients with brain metastases is
often multimodal and should be individualized and
managed in an experienced center. VIP is the preferred
option for first-line chemotherapy (agreement: 100%).

6. Treatment of relapsed and refractory disease
Patients may relapse while on surveillance, post-radiation
therapy, post-RPLND, or post-chemotherapy. The optimal
treatment for relapsed GCTs depends on the initial treatment
modality, response to prior therapy, the extent and timing of
the relapse, and tumor histology.
It is important to ensure that elevated tumor markers and/
or radiological abnormalities during followup unequivocally
represent relapsed GCT before embarking on therapy. For
example, mild transient elevations of tumor markers during
followup may occur (e.g., from hypogonadism) or a slowly declining β-HCG post-primary chemotherapy may not
indicate persistent disease. Also, not all new radiographical
changes may represent relapsed disease (e.g., sarcoidosis).
Thus, the complete picture — including the clinical context,
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tumor markers, radiological imaging, and often biopsy — is
required to confirm a diagnosis of relapse.

Relapse post-active surveillance or locoregional therapy only
For patients on active surveillance who relapse in the retroperitoneum only, treatment options include locoregional therapy or standard cisplatin-based chemotherapy. Locoregional
therapy includes radiotherapy for relapsed seminoma and
RPLND for relapsed NSGCT as per the sections on “Stage II
seminoma and Stage IIA/B NSGCT management.”
For patients on active surveillance who have any relapse
sites outside of the retroperitoneum, standard first-line chemotherapy, as per the section “Treatment of advanced or
metastatic disease,” is recommended.
For relapsed patients previously treated with locoregional
therapy (radiation for stage I or II seminoma and primary
RPLND for stage I and II NSGCT), the recommended treatment should be chemotherapy, as per “Treatment of advanced
or metastatic disease.”

Relapse post-adjuvant chemotherapy
In Canada, the use of adjuvant chemotherapy post-orchiectomy for stage I GCT is very uncommon, as active surveillance
is the recommended approach.
For patients with stage I seminoma who relapse after
adjuvant carboplatin in the retroperitoneum only, treatment options include radiotherapy or chemotherapy. 147 If
these patients relapse with any sites outside of the retroperitoneum, curative-intent chemotherapy according to their
IGCCCG prognostic group is recommended.
For patients with stage I NSGCT who relapse after adjuvant chemotherapy, treatment may include RPLND, standard chemotherapy (BEP/VIP), or salvage chemotherapy. The
treatment choice will depend on factors, including whether
they received one or two cycles of adjuvant cisplatin-based
chemotherapy, the timing and location of relapse, tumor
marker elevation, and doubling time. RPLND alone is an
option if the relapse is limited to the retroperitoneum and
is marker-negative.54,55,148

Relapse post-cisplatin-based chemotherapy for advanced disease
Patients who relapse after cisplatin-based chemotherapy for
advanced disease represent a heterogeneous group with varying outcomes based on prognostic factors that are similar
but not identical to those identified for treatment of chemotherapy-naive patients. The International Prognostic Factors
Study Group (IPFSG) identified seven variables associated
with favorable outcome at relapse: seminoma histology,
gonadal primary, response to primary therapy, progressionfree interval from primary therapy >6 months, AFP <1000
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ng/mL, HCG <1000 u/L, and absence of bone/liver/brain
metastases at relapse. Based on these variables, patients are
categorized into very low-, low-, intermediate-, high-, and
very high-risk prognostic groups, as shown in Table 5. 149
Two-year progression-free survival (PFS) and three-year OS
rates are 75% and 77%, respectively for patients in the very
low-risk category, and decline to 5% and 6%, respectively,
for the very high-risk cohort. These risk factors have since
been validated in a number of other cohorts.150-152
Salvage treatment options include further conventionaldose chemotherapy (CDCT) or HDCT with ASCT. While
risk-stratifying patients based on the IPFSG risk category
may help define the preferred treatment option, it must be
noted that there is no conclusive randomized data identifying which type of salvage treatment yields the best survival
outcome for a given prognostic group. The only randomized
trial reported no benefit from HDCT vs. CDCT but this trial
has been criticized for being underpowered, not using contemporary chemotherapy or transplant regimens, and only
73% of patients in the HDCT arm received the high-dose
chemotherapy.153 Non-randomized data report more favorable outcomes with HDCT. A large, retrospective review
found that initial salvage with HDCT may be superior to
CDCT across all IPFSG prognostic groups except in patients
with low-risk disease, where outcomes were similar. 150
However, several biases inherent in retrospective reports
must be acknowledged. The ongoing TIGER trial randomizes
patients to salvage CDCT with paclitaxel, ifosfamide, and
cisplatin (TIP) for four cycles vs. paclitaxel and ifosfamide
for two cycles, followed by three cycles of high-dose carboplatin and etoposide (TI-CE), which will hopefully formally
address which strategy is superior (NCT02375204).
Acknowledging the lack of solid, prospective data, for
patients in the IPFSG very low- or low-risk groups, both
CDCT or HDCT are reasonable options. For patients in all
other IPFSG risk categories, HDCT is the preferred treatment
option.150 There may be some circumstances where CDCT is
a reasonable option in intermediate-risk patients. It should
be noted that HDCT in the first-line salvage setting appears
more effective than in second-line or subsequent settings
(two-year PFS 63% vs. 49%).154 Therefore, successful upfront
salvage therapy is imperative in terms of the likelihood of
achieving cure.
Most patients who relapse with primary mediastinal GCT
have NSGCT and would be classified as IPFSG very highrisk, therefore, HDCT would be the preferred option. In
one series, three of 12 (25%) patients treated with HDCT
achieved complete remission155 and in another, three of 22
(14%) patients are disease-free.156 In retrospective reviews,
the long-term survival has ranged from 11–22%.157,158
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Table 5. Prognostic score for patients who relapse after cisplatin-based first-line chemotherapy
Score points
Parameter
Primary site
Prior response

0
Testis

1
Extragonadal

2

CR or
PR marker >3
Normal
≤1000 IU/L
No

PR marker + or
SD
≤3
≤1000 ug/ml
>1000 IU/L
Yes

PD

3
Mediastinal nonseminoma

Progression-free interval, months
AFP at relapse
>1000 ug/ml
β-HCG at relapse
Mets to liver, brain, bone
Score sum (values from 0–10)
Regroup score sum into categories: (0)=0; (1 or 2)=1; (3 or 4)=2; (5 or more)=3
Add histology score points: pure seminoma=-1; non-seminoma or mixed tumors=0
Final prognostic score (-1=very low risk; 0=low risk; 1=intermediate risk; 2=high risk; 3=very high risk)
CR: complete remission; PD: progressive disease; PRm-: partial remission, negative markers; PRm+: partial remission, positive markers; SD: stable disease.149

CDCT

from poor-risk patients during first-line chemotherapy to
optimize the timing of salvage HDCT if required.

CDCT salvage regimens should consist of a three-drug regimen, generally with cisplatin plus ifosfamide as the backbone of therapy, plus either etoposide or paclitaxel.159-164
Definitive randomized comparisons of salvage CDCT
regimens are lacking. Long-term disease control can be
seen in 15–60% of patients but there is significant prognostic heterogeneity in these studies. Chemotherapy with TIP
has some of the highest disease control rates published but
these trials also included better prognostic patients (e.g.,
gonadal primary and cisplatin-responsive). Thus, there is
less certainty if the TIP regimen is as active in patients with
worse prognostic features at relapse; however, most of these
patients should be offered HDCT. If CDCT is chosen, TIPX4
is the preferred option in most cases.

Subsequent relapses following salvage chemotherapy
In patients who relapse after salvage CDCT, HDCT has been
shown to be curative in some patients with second or subsequent relapses and should be offered before declaring the
patient incurable.166,167,169 For patients who relapse after HDCT
with ASCT or who are ineligible for this therapy, chemotherapy with agents such paclitaxel, gemcitabine, oxaliplatin, or
combinations may be an option. In most patients, treatment
is palliative but when combined with subsequent surgical
resection, 10–15% long-term survival has been reported.170-172
While infrequent, an occasional patient may also have longterm disease control or cure with aggressive local therapy.

HDCT and ASCT

Patients relapsing with brain metastases

HDCT with ASCT is a complex process with different protocols and processes.150,154,165-168 It must be performed in
experienced centers where there is adequate volume and
expertise to offer the best supportive and pre/post-transplant
care. HDCT requires early close coordination between the
transplant hematology and medical oncology teams to optimize survival outcomes.
If HDCT is chosen, two consecutive courses of high-dose
carboplatin and etoposide followed by ASCT is the recommended treatment.154 In some centers, one or two cycles
of CDCT salvage chemotherapy (e.g., TIP) may be needed
first to facilitate the organization of the transplant. In this
setting, being refractory to CDCT does not indicate one will
be refractory to HDCT and thus, demonstration of cisplatin
chemo-sensitivity is not a prerequisite for planned HDCT.154
Some centers may have the capacity to collect stem cells

Patients may relapse in the brain only or with multiple sites
including the brain. Prognosis is poor overall and appears to
be influenced by the presence of liver or bone metastases and
tumor marker levels. Improved survival is associated with the
use of multimodality therapy and HDCT, so the use of chemotherapy should always be considered if the intent of treatment
is curative.146 Local therapy may include surgery or radiation
but should not delay chemotherapy. With regards to radiation
therapy, data supporting the use of stereotactic radiosurgery in
GCT is limited, however, if possible, it is preferred over wholebrain radiation to avoid the long-term cognitive effects.173

Salvage surgery
In patients who normalize their markers with salvage chemotherapy (CDCT or HDCT ) but have residual disease radio-
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graphically, all residual masses should be considered for
post-chemotherapy surgical resection.105,124 For patients with
viable disease after salvage chemotherapy and surgery, the
role of further chemotherapy is unclear.174 For some patients
with solitary sites of relapse, surgical resection alone may
be the optimal treatment.
Patients who fail to normalize their markers or have progressive disease post-salvage systemic treatment may be candidates for salvage or “desperation” surgery if it is felt that all
radiological disease can be resected. This will often require
a multidisciplinary surgical team and should be performed
in experienced centers.

Late relapses
Late relapse is defined as disease recurrence more than two
years after complete response to initial therapy. The risk of
late relapse is approximately 1.4% for seminoma and 3.2%
for NSGCT patients.175 One must rule out a new primary GCT
with metastases vs. a late relapse by performing a physical
exam and ultrasound of the contralateral testicle. Other possibilities include somatic transformation of teratoma or a new
non-GCT malignancy, thus tissue confirmation needs to be
obtained, especially in the setting of normal tumor markers.176
Management of patients with late relapse is complex and
often multimodal.175,177-179
However, late relapses may have disease that is more
chemo-resistant and thus, surgical resection is an integral
component.176,178,180 Chemotherapy may still be required preor postoperatively, depending on the site of relapse, tumor
marker elevation, what the prior treatment was, and ability for
complete resection. These patients require lifelong followup.180
Consensus recommendations
i. All patients with relapsed GCT should be treated for
cure and referral to (or consultation with) experienced
centers should be strongly considered (agreement:
100%).
ii. It is important to ensure that elevated tumor markers and/or radiological abnormalities during followup
unequivocally represent relapsed GCT before embarking
on therapy (agreement: 100%).
iii. Stage I seminoma patients who relapse in the retroperitoneum only while on surveillance may be candidates
for radiation therapy if they meet the criteria for radiation therapy as per stage II seminoma recommendations;
otherwise, chemotherapy as per the IGCCCG prognostic
group is recommended (agreement: 100%).
iv. Stage I seminoma patients who relapse in the retroperitoneum only after adjuvant carboplatin may be candidates for radiation therapy if they meet the criteria for
radiation therapy as per stage II seminoma recommen168

dations; otherwise, chemotherapy as per the IGCCCG
prognostic group is recommended (agreement: 94%).
v. Stage I NSGCT patients who relapse in the retroperitoneum only while on surveillance may be candidates for
RPLND if they meet the criteria for RPLND as per stage
II NSGCT recommendations; otherwise, chemotherapy
as per the IGCCCG prognostic group is recommended
(agreement: 100%).
vi. In the rare situation where stage I NSGCT patients are
treated with adjuvant chemotherapy, should they relapse,
treatment may include RPLND (for retroperitoneal relapses
only), standard first-line chemotherapy, or salvage chemotherapy (agreement: 100%).
vii. All stage I patients who have relapsed outside of the
retroperitoneum should be treated with curative-intent
chemotherapy according to their IGCCCG prognostic
group (with the exception of stage I NSGCT patients who
received adjuvant BEP; see statement above) (agreement: 100%).
viii. Stage I or II seminoma patients treated with radiation,
or stage I or II NSGCT patients treated with RPLND,
and subsequently relapse should be treated with chemotherapy according to the IGCCCG prognostic group
(agreement: 100%).
ix. Patients who relapse after initial cisplatin-based chemotherapy and require salvage chemotherapy should
be stratified by the IPFSG criteria (agreement: 100%).
a. For patients in the very low or low IPFSG risk
group, either CDCT or HDCT with ASCT are reasonable options (agreement: 91%).
b. For patients in the intermediate IPFSG risk group,
HDCT with ASCT is the preferred treatment option.
There may be some circumstances where CDCT is
a reasonable option (agreement: 100%).
c. For patients in the high and very high IPFSG risk
groups, HDCT with ASCT is the preferred treatment option (agreement: 100%).
x. If CDCT is chosen, TIPX4 is the preferred option (agreement: 90%).
xi. If HDCT and ASCT is chosen, two consecutive courses of
high-dose carboplatin and etoposide followed by tandem
ASCT is the preferred option (agreement: 100%).
xii. For patients relapsing after salvage CDCT, HDCT with
ASCT should be offered (agreementHDCT with ASCT
should be delivered in experienced centers with close
coordination between the transplant hematology and
medical oncology teams (agreement: 100%).
xiii. The optimal treatment of primary mediastinal GCT relapse
is unknown but these patients should not be excluded
from receiving HDCT and ASCT (agreement: 100%).
xiv. Surgical resection of residual disease after salvage chemotherapy (either CDCT or HDCT with ASCT) should
be performed (agreement: 100%).
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xv. Late relapses will require multimodal therapy but surgical resection of disease is an integral part of the management (agreement: 100%).
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Stay tuned for a followup review on issues of testicular cancer
survivorship in our August issue!
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